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1.  Transform the following sentences as directed in the brackets.  110=10 
 

a)Women are as important as men in society.(Comparative) 

b) They have noble mission to fulfill as men. (Interrogative) 

c) If they got opportunity, their genius will bloom fully. (Compound) 
d)Without the uplift of women, the progress of the nation is not possible.(Complex) 

e) By education women can be elevated.( Negative) 

f) So, the authority should impart all out education the womenfolk. (Passive) 

g) Mothers play a role which is very important in teaching their children.(Simple) 

h) There is no woman who is not a potential mother.(Affirmative) 

i) An educated mother is better than an uneducated mother. (Positive) 

j) I wish all our women were educated.( Exclamatory) 

2.Complete the following text with right forms of the verbs given in the box.                                                                                     

.510=5 

 

prevail be stop respect reign 

feel understand Triumph preach prosper 
     Truth always (a)-------in the world. Falsehood may (b)----for the time being. 

Those who (c)---- engaged in (d)--- the truth are (e)------by all people. Those 

who(f)---- interested in telling lies, cannot (h)--- in life. They may prosper 

seemingly. But they cannot (h)--- all the time. Socrates throughout his life 

would preach the truth. He tried to make people (i)---- what was good for them. 

He was troubled by the powerful people. Yet he never (j) teaching good things. 



3. Complete the following text with right forms of the verbs given in the box.                                                                                     

.510=5 

fall rectify contaminate be exist 

expect curb implement consume run 
     Food (a)----- our basic need. But this food is (b)----by the greedy businessmen 

who (c)----after money. Having (d)------adulterated food, people (e)---- a victim 

to the disease of various kinds. For the capital punishment of the dishonest 

businessmen, the (f)-------laws must be (g)----- for the betterment of common 

public health. It is (h)-------that the strict law will be (i)---- with a view to (j)----

-the harmful act of food adulteration. 

4.  Make tag questions of these statements.                              110=10 
a)He seldom comes here ---------------? 

b) Everybody helped me-----------------? 

c) I am busy--------------------------------? 

d)Let’s see what she wants to show us ----? 

e) You need to prepare very well for the exam,------? 

f)Everyone is nostalgic in life---? 

g) We hardly forget the golden past,--------------? 

h) Nothing is pleasant to man than the sweetest memories of childhood,-----? 

i)So, don’t forget the memories of childhood,-----? 

j) Therefore, let’s be nostalgic again,--------? 

5. Suppose, you are Ainul Islam and you have passed MA in Chemistry.. You 

have seen a vacancy add for the post of a Medical Representative In Becon 

Pharma Ltd.. Now write a CV with a cover letter for the post. Your CV should 

not exceed one page.                                                                                  8                                                        

6.  Write a composition in about 350 words on “Travelling as a part of Education.” 12                                                                                                         



5.  


